Guide for 101 Usages
CT (Concentrate) Undiluted; no water added.
AP (All-Purpose) Pour 2 oz. CT into a gallon of water.
HD (Heavy Duty) Pour 2 oz. CT into a half gallon of water.
FM (Foaming) Pour 2 oz. CT into 40 oz. (1 quart plus 1 cup) of water and pour into a
"pump foamer" bottle.
Always use Distilled or R.O. water for Foaming dilutions, and it’s best for all other
dilutions too unless you will use the full amount up in one day. Distilled and R.O.
water have been filtered, and the impurities and minerals have been removed. If
stored…. iZeeWash, mixed with tap water, will cause sediment fallout of the
impurities and minerals that are in the tap water. The fallout appears as a white
sediment in the bottom of the jug. Once this fallout has occurred, you can still use the
iZeeWash, but you must not allow any of the sediment to recirculate back into the
iZeeWash. You can carefully and gently tilt the jug so the sediment doesn’t mix back
into the dilution.
iZeeWash contains NO dioxane or ethylene oxide - two cancer causing chemicals
found in most cleaners.

General Cleaning
Bath Mat: Spray AP on both sides; let stand 1-2 minutes; agitate with stiff brush or
sponge; rinse. Tough jobs: Use HD.
Cabinets, Countertops: Spray AP and wipe with paper towel or cloth.
Carpets and Rugs: For stain removal: Spray AP until moist; wait 1-2 minutes; pat stain
(do not rub) with clean wet cloth; remove all cleaning residues to prevent future staining;
dry with vacuum or dry cloth.
Concrete Floors: Add 4 oz. AP to a gallon of water; agitate with broom or brush; rinse.
Spot clean grease or oil: Spray AP directly on stain; soak 15-30 minutes; scrub with sturdy
brush; rinse. Tough jobs: Use HD.
Crayon, Heel Marks and Scuffs: For hard surfaces like mica: Spray AP on mark; soak
until softened; wipe with damp cloth or sponge. Painted walls: Test durability of paint in a
small area first; if no paint is removed, spray AP on wet cloth and gently rub wall; rinse
with clean damp cloth.
Dishes: Fill sink with water; add 1 tbsp. CT to water, or spray AP directly on dishes; wipe
with cloth, paper towel, or sponge; rinse. Remember there are fewer suds (no
phosphates). Dishes will be squeaky clean! (Not recommended for automatic dishwasher).
Doors, Frames, and Fans: Spray AP on damp terry cloth, or directly onto surface; after
cleaning, wipe off residue with clean damp cloth or sponge. Heavily soiled: Soak for a few
minutes before cleaning.
Dusting (safe for all finishes): Take 2 tsp. of AP and dilute again into separate gallon of
distilled or R.O. water; spray and wipe clean with a soft cloth.
Floors: Sweep or dust-mop to remove loose dirt; spray AP directly onto floor; mop or
wipe with damp cloth or sponge; rinse and allow to dry. Or, add 2 tbsp. AP to a gallon of
water; mop and let dry (no rinsing needed). Stubborn Spots: Spray AP directly on spot;
soak 1-2 minutes; scrub to remove stain; rinse and dry.
Grills: Wet with hot water; generously spray AP; soak until grease is dissolved; scrub with
stiff brush; repeat if necessary. If grill has been neglected: Soak in mixture of APand hot
water until grease is loosened.
Ink Stains (only organic): Ball Point: Wet stain with warm water; spray AP and work into
stain; pat dry with cloth. Office Printers: Spray AP and soak until ink softens; wipe with
damp cloth. Carpet: Pat (do not rub); press down on spot with wet cloth until ink is
removed; repeat if necessary. Material: Spray AP and wash as normal; if non-washable,
blot with a damp cloth.
Marble: Spray AP and wipe with a wet cloth; dry and buff to shine.
Oven: Remove racks and soak in hot water with 1 cup CT for 10 minutes; wipe with wet
cloth; warm oven to 100 degrees and spray lightly with water; remove any heavy build-up
of burned food with stiff brush or spatula; generously spray AP and soak 10 minutes; wipe
away the grease; repeat if necessary. Tough jobs: Use HD.

Permanent Marker (only organic): Hard surfaces: Spray AP and agitate with stiff brush
or damp terry cloth; soak several minutes; wipe with clean cloth. Carpet or fabrics:
Spray AP on damp cloth; gently pat spot until it’s lifted; repeat if necessary.
Pots and Pans: Baked on or oily: Rinse with water; spray AP and soak for 1 minute; wipe
clean with paper towel or cloth; rinse. Tough jobs: Soak 5 minutes; wipe clean; rinse. Badly
burned on food: Add 1 tbsp. CT to hot water; soak 20 minutes; rinse away burned food
and the smell!
Range Hood: Spray AP and wipe with paper towel or cloth; shine with damp cloth. Allow
grease screen to soak; scrub with brush; rinse.
Shower door: Follow window cleaning instruction. Tough jobs: Spray AP and agitate with
a wet cloth or brush; wipe clean with damp cloth; buff dry.
Spa: Fun bubbles clean while you relax! Add 16 oz. AP per 100 gallons of water.
Sinks and Faucets: Spray AP and wipe with cloth, sponge, or pager towel. Heavily soiled
or crusted: Soak for 1 minute; agitate with brush; rinse and wipe with dry cloth to shine.
Stove Top: Spray AP and wipe with paper towel or cloth; shine with damp cloth. Solid top:
Dry with soft cloth to restore luster.
Tile: Spray AP and use soft brush to agitate grout; wipe with damp cloth.
Toilet:Spray AP inside and out; soak 1 minute; wipe down outer surfaces with cloth or
paper towel; scrub bowl with brush; may prefer to use HD. FM work best.
Toys: Generously spray AP and soak 10 minutes; wipe with a damp cloth. Or, wash in sink
by mixing 1 cup AP in gallon of warm water; rinse and dry.
Tub and Shower: Wet sides first, then spray AP; soak for 1 minute; scrub with cloth or
brush; rinse; may prefer to use HD. FM work best.
Wallpaper(careful, can dissolve some soft wall papers): Vinyl paper: Spray APand wipe
gently with damp terry cloth. Non-vinyl paper: Spray AP on soft damp cloth. Stained
paper: Blot (do not rub) stain again with another slightly damp cloth; dry with soft cloth or
hair dryer.
Windows, Mirrors, and Jewelry Cleaner: Take 2 tbsp. of AP and dilute again into
separate gallon of distilled or R.O. water; spray and wipe clean with paper towel. Jewelry:
After spraying, lightly agitate with soft brush. Or, put jewelry in small jar with lid; soak 1
minute and lightly agitate; remove jewelry and rinse well with warm water; reuse dilution
in jar until gone.

Laundry
Contains no phosphates; leaves no harmful chemicals for your skin to absorb.
Washing Machine: Use 4 ounces of AP per average load. Add more if clothes are heavily
soiled, or if you have hard water.
Whites: Add 1/2 cup baking soda or borax.
Spots and Stains: Wet with water and spray AP; soak for 1 minute; agitate until spot or
stain is gone; wash normally.

Cloth Diapers: Pre-wash in cold water to remove urine; then wash in hot water with
extra AP.

Personal Care
Non-toxic and great for the skin.
Optional: Enhance your FM with an essential oil such as lemon or lavender for a natural
fragrance. When filling foamer, leave room at the top for oil; shake to mix.
Body Wash: Pump FM onto nylon loofah or bath cloth; wash and rinse.
Hand and Face Soap: Pump FM into hands; wash hands and/or face; rinse. Great for
sensitive skin and acne.
Lice: Shampoo with FM for 1-2 minutes; rinse well; repeat if necessary.
Shampoo: Pump FM into hands and rub on head and hair, or pump FM directly onto
head and hair; rinse. It has few suds because is free of harmful surfactants.
Shaving: Pump FM into hands and rub onto body; shave and rinse; after-shave lotion is
not needed. Remarkable beard softener too.
Baby's Bottom: Spray AP onto a damp bath cloth and gently stroke bottom; rinse with a
clean damp cloth. Also helps sooth diaper rash.
Skin Irritations and Rashes: To help sooth itching, lightly spray AP and softly rub into
skin; repeat several times throughout the day as needed. Includes bug bites, poison ivy,
and diaper rash.
Brushing teeth: Safe to spray AP on your tooth brush along with your regular tooth paste;
helps to clean stains.
Dentures: Soak several minutes in AP and rinse well.

Pet Care
Leaves your pets fur soft and lustrous. It will not harm your pet if they lick themselves. Can
soothe pet skin problems.
Cats: Spray AP on damp bath cloth; stroke cat; rinse with a clean damp cloth.
Cat litter Boxes: Empty and spray AP liberally; wash with sponge or cloth; rinse.
Cat Urine Odor: Spray AP to clean up urine; soak for 1 minute; wipe with damp cloth.
Odor in carpet, concrete, or brick: Spray on more AP; let stand for 10 minutes to remove
any residual odor before rinsing.
Dog Shampoo and Flea Control: Add 1 oz. CT to a gallon of water and bathe pet. Or,
spray dilution directly onto wet fur; lather and rinse well; repeat if necessary. Safe for
kittens and puppies!
Skunk: Add 1 oz. AP to gallon of water and bathe pet, or spray dilution directly onto wet
fur; lather and rinse well; may repeat if necessary.

Vehicles
Rinse AP promptly, or it could dull some finishes.
Auto, Buses, Trucks, Boats, Bicycles, Motorcycles: Spray AP and wipe; rinse with wet
cloth; dry with soft cloth. Use to remove even caked on mud.

Bug Stains: First spray with water, then AP; soak 2 minutes and rinse; wipe clean with
wet cloth.
Chrome (remove bugs):Spray AP generously; soak 2 minutes; wipe with wet sponge or
cloth.
Metal Surfaces: Take 1 oz. AP and dilute again into 1 gallon of water; spray and wipe;
rinse and dry with soft cloth.
Tar: Soak tar with hot wet cloth or sponge; spray AP and soak 5 minutes; wipe with hot
wet cloth, or rinse with warm or hot water; repeat if necessary.

Miscellaneous Uses
Carpet cleaning machine: Add 4 oz. AP to 5-6 gallons of tap water in machine.
Cut Flowers: Add 1/2 teas. AP to 1 quart tap water for vase.
Fruit and Vegetable Wash (dissolves oils, dirt, and chemical residues): Fruit and
Vegetable Wash (dissolves oils, dirt, and chemical residues): AP or FM on fruits and
veggies; rinse well. For hard produce such as apples, carrots, and potatoes:
Apply AP or FM and rub briskly by hand or vegetable brush.
Green Mold on metal: Dilute 1 cup CT in a gallon of water; spray and let soak 30 minutes;
blast it with a hose; if needed, spray, scrub, and rinse again.
Paint Brushes: If stiff and dry, soak overnight in HD; agitate frequently; rinse, and dry.
Paint Over-Spray: Spray AP and let soak; gently wipe with a wet sponge; rinse. Does not
damage rubber.
Paint Removal: Spray AP AP and wipe with a clean cloth. Partially dried paint; soak for 5
minutes and wipe. Carpet: Soak with AP; pat (do not rub) with a clean cloth until paint is
removed; repeat if necessary.
Pressure Washer: Vinyl siding, mobile homes, motor homes: Add 1/2 cup CT to 2 gallons
water. Bricks and decks: Add 1/2 cup Soak with CT to a gallon of water. Fencing: Add 2 oz.
CT to a gallon of water.
Rust: Wet area with hot water; generously spray AP; soak 10 minutes; scrub with stiff
brush, tuff pad, or fine steel wool; rinse well; may repeat.
Screens: Wet with water; mix 1 cup CT with 2 gallons water; dip soft brush into solution;
brush on screen; rinse.
Sewer drain: Clogged: Pour 1-2 cups CT down the drain; soak 10-20 minutes; use plunger;
repeat if necessary; does not dissolve hair. Regular use of AP keeps drains free of soap and
grime build-up.
Soot: Wipe away or rinse loose soot; generously spray AP; soak 5 minutes and wipe with a
brush or broom.
Stucco: Wet area with warm water; generously spray AP; scrub with a stiff brush or
broom; rinse.
Tobacco/Nicotine Stains: Walls and hard surfaces: Spray AP and soak several minutes;
wipe with damp cloth. Teeth: Spray AP on tooth brush to help remove tobacco stains.

Vents: Remove vent and spray AP; soak 2 minutes; rinse or wipe with wet cloth. Nonremovable vent: Spray AP onto a damp cloth and wipe.
Vinyl Siding, Mobile Homes, Motor Homes: Spray exterior with water; Add 1 cup CT to
4 gallons water; dip brush into solution and brush onto surface; scrub stubborn spots; rinse
with clean water.
Upholstery: Spray AP onto cloth; lightly scrub with a damp brush or cloth; wipe clean with
damp cloth.

Industrial
Brake Drums: Spray HD and soak 5 minutes; rinse.
Bricks and Decks: Add 1 cup CT to gallon of water; wet down area to be cleaned; dip stiff
brush into solution and brush onto bricks; rinse.
Diesel Stains: Wet with hot water and generously spray AP; soak several minutes; scrub
with a brush; rinse; repeat until stains are gone. Tough stains: Use HD.
Door Foot plates and Handrails: Spray AP and soak 5-10 minutes; wipe with wet cloth
and dry.
Driveway and Garage Floor Stains: Wet with hot water and spray AP on stains; soak
until oil is dissolved; agitate with stiff broom; rinse; repeat if necessary. Tough stains:
Use HD.
Engines: Hose down warm engine and spray AP; soak until grease is dissolved; agitate
with stiff brush; rinse with strong water pressure.
Fencing: Hose down with water and add 4 oz. CT to a gallon of water; rub briskly with
stiff brush; rinse.
Fiberglass and Vinyl Seats: Generously spray HD to remove carbon, oil, diesel grime,
bird droppings, and scum; rinse well; dry with soft cloth; buff with dry cloth.
Gasoline: Generously spray AP and soak for a few minutes; agitate with brush; rinse and
dry.

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose,
treat, cure or prevent any disease. Consult your physician or health practitioner before use.

